TRACKING FORM
TENURE AND PROMOTION CYCLE

Consideration for Academic Year _____

I. Name of Candidate: _____
   Department/School _____
   College _____

II. Eligibility and Action by Faculty Member:
   Applied for:
   □ Promotion to Professor
   □ Promotion to Associate Professor (Applicable only if the candidate holds tenure or if the candidate holds a clinical or research position)
   □ Tenure and Promotion to Associate Professor
   □ Tenure (Applicable only if the candidate holds the rank of Associate Professor or higher)

   Approved: ____________________________
   Chair’s initials

III. Action

   1. Action of Departmental Personnel Committee: (enter voting results)
      Approve # _____    Disapprove # _____    Abstain # _____

   2. Action of Chair:
      Approve □    Disapprove □

   3. Action of College Review Group: (enter voting results)
      Approve # _____    Disapprove # _____    Abstain # _____

   4. Action of College Dean:
      Approve □    Disapprove □

   5. Action of Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs:
      Approve □    Disapprove □

   6. Action of President:
      Approve □    Disapprove □

IV. FINAL DISPOSITION

      Approved □    Disapproved □
      Terminal Contract Issued □